
02 “Every flower is a soul blossoming in nature.”
GÉRARD DE NERVAL, FRENCH WRITER AND POET ACTIVITY

S.F. AND COMIC KIDS

FAMILY CIRCUS

Aberration: (n) the act
of departing from the
right, normal, or usual
course. The act of
deviating from the
ordinary, usual, or
normal type. Deviation
from truth or moral
rectitude.

Synonymous words:
oddity, peculiarity,
quirk, delusion,
eccentricity,

weirdness,
strangeness, etc 

Examples:  The Civil
War was clearly an
aberration in
American society and
of profound
significance.

 In fact, the very
notion of restraint has
become an aberration. 

 His actions may
have been an
aberration but his
thinking, sadly, is not.

Word
Wise

WUZZLESDolphins
These are extraordinarily intel-
ligent animals which also dis-
play culture, something which
was long-believed to be unique

to humans
(although now
recognised in
various species).
Dolphins are
altruistic ani-
mals. They are
known to stay
and help injured
individuals, even helping them to the surface to
breathe. Best friends of the sea, the dolphins have
always been fascinating to humans. 

AQUATIC LIFE

Q.1) What is part of a database that
holds only one type of information?

A. Field B. Report C. Record D. File

Q.2) 'OS' computer abbreviation
usually means?
A. Open Software 
B. Order of Significance
C. Optical Sensor 
D. Operating System

Q.3) In which decade did the first
transatlantic radio broadcast take
place? 

A. 1700s B. 1900s
C. 1800s D. 1600s

Q.4) The purpose of choke
in tube light is ____. 

A. To decrease the current 
B. To increase the current
C. To decrease the voltage 
momentarily 
D. To increase the voltage 
momentarily

1. A) Field2. D) Operating System 3. B) 1900s 4. D) To increase the voltage momentarily

A N S W E R S

IDIOM OF THE DAY

➤ ‘LET SLEEPING DOGS LIE’
Meaning: To avoid restarting a 
conflict.

HAVE A COMIC STRIP TO SHARE? SEND IT TO US
OUR STUDENT’S COMIC STRIP ON ‘WHEN DADAJI MET MODIJI’: Comic Strip by:
Pratham Jain, class VIII-B, age: 12 years, Salwan Public School. 
Go to www.toistudent.com to view this creativity. Login to download the PDF of our
Online Student Edition.
Have a video/podcast or comic strip on how to deal with this current lockdown? Send us
1) Clear videos/images and soundtracks 2) Of 2minute (or less) duration 3) With details
(name, class and school) 4) At timesnie175@gmail.com

1) Find highest com-
mon factor of the

following by complete
factorisation: 48, 56, 72 
A. 8
B. 4 
C. 6     D. 5  

2) Find highest com-
mon factor of the

following by complete
factorisation: 198, 360
A. 18     B. 12 
C. 13     D. 14

3) Find highest com-
mon factor of the

following by complete
factorisation: 102, 68,
136

A. 34 B. 37 
C. 45 D. 31

4) Find lowest com-
mon multiple of:

16, 24, 40
A. 240
B. 376
C. 450

D. 400

5) Find lowest com-
mon multiple of:

40, 56, 60
A. 840
B. 376
C. 450
D. 400

ANSWER: 1. 8,2. 18,  3. 240, 4. 840, 5. If the 
difference between two co-prime numbers is 2, the
numbers are said to be twin prime numbers.

CHECK YOUR APTITUDE

Quiz time
SEASONAL READS

Q1: What would you have
done if you _________

the train?
A: have missed ❑
B: had missed ❑
C: missed ❑
D: missing ❑

Q2: I stayed in Mumbai
_______ eight years.

A: for   ❑
B: since ❑
C: through ❑
D: around ❑

Q3: If I _________ her
address, I would

have called on her.
A: will have ❑
B: had known ❑
C: can have ❑
D: shall have ❑

Q4: Balu _____ in sev-
eral other states

when he decided to work in
Kolkata. 

A: had worked ❑

B: worked ❑

C: had been working ❑

D: working ❑

Q5: The degree will be
awarded during the

annual___________
A: conference ❑

B: convention ❑

C: convolution ❑

D: convocation ❑

Q6: She slipped and
_________ her ankle. 

A: broken ❑

B: sprained ❑

C: massaged ❑

D: hurted ❑

Q7: Mussoorie, the
Queen of hills,

offers many _________.

A: entertainments ❑

B: sights ❑

C: attractions ❑

D: tourists ❑

Q8: The boys _________
whom I was play-

ing are all my good friends. 

A: with  ❑ B: to ❑

C: of      ❑ D: by ❑

ANSWERS:1. B, 2. A, 3. B, 4. A, 5. D, 6. B, 7. C, 8. A

KNOWLEDGE BANK

FUN-ZONE

ENGLISH
Theme: Grammar

Want to boost your general

knowledge? Take this exciting

test. Rest assured, it will really
test you!

launched various health campaigns.
The students have come forward to
create a social media drive to design
self-made masks (DAV corona war-
riors). The younger children con-
tributed in sending their entries in
the form of videos on hand wash-
ing and hygiene sensitizing rhymes.

Moreover, Menu making com-
petition, taking tips from recipes of
Ayush Ministry to boost immunity
has been another milestone. As a
principal I feel touched by such cre-
ativity and sensitivity of young
minds and I have my sincere wish
that if we train our children to be
health and hygiene sensitive, we
may be witnessing a mass move-
ment being evolved towards a
healthy & bright tomorrow.

On December 12, 1901, a radio
transmission received by
Guglielmo Marconi resulted in
the first transmission of a
transatlantic wireless signal (Morse Code) from
Poldhu, Cornwall, to St John's, Newfoundland.

Adversities may be
surmounted by faith &
conviction; just change
the way you think

A
s we battle the pandemic of COVID 19, I reach
out to you with both concern and optimism. The
circumstances were not foreseen and the predica-
ment is not something we can conjecture, but

remember every adversity brings new experiences and
new lessons. It is only in our darkest hours that we may
discover the strength of the light within ourselves. Begin
your day with ‘Gratitude’. Life is the only thing to be cher-
ished and nothing
else is indispensable.
Be ‘Altruistic’ it is the
foundation of abun-
dance, concerned
with expression of
love which arises the
desire to be con-
cerned towards oth-
ers and do good. Try
to share what you
have with the people
around you and expe-
rience the joy of giv-
ing.

To continue this
bond of affection
schools have adapted
to virtual learning
and we are live
streaming lessons, to
create classrooms out-
side school. But re-
member that aca-
demic is not the only
domain which needs
to be developed. Study
yourself, find your
strong points and make them stronger, identify your weak
ones and strengthen them too. It is an opportunity to forge
filial bonds, show your parents and grandparents love and
respect. So, ensure that you spend quality time with them;
they are the mines of rarest jewels of experiences. Re-
member no storm shall last forever. Hold on, be brave have
faith. Keep up the indomitable spirit.

A
profound and intense internalization has
dawned upon us in the face of covid ad-
versity. Hasn’t it made us humbler, car-
ing, inward-looking, health conscious and
submissive. Today, the giant countries

have been equated with the underdeveloped ones. The
schools took to working in a new ecosystem involving
technology facilitated remote teaching, innovation, ex-
perimentation, simulation and modifications. There
has also been a continuous pursuit for health promo-
tion and advocacy.

As a part of regular health activities, our health
ambassadors continued their crusade online and

Reading is to 
the mind what exercise
is to the body

I
n order to develop the communication skills and
confidence of the students, DAV Public
School,Sector-49, Gurgaon organised an Online
News Reading Competition for the students of

class VII.  Students enacted the famous news readers
and created the ambience of various news channels by
using virtual background and reported the sought
after headlines. The event gave the students an
opportunity to showcase their news reading skills
along with technical skills. Pravika Veen (VII), Tanay
Aggarwal (VII), Srishti Singh (VII) and Avani Sharma
(VII) secured the first, second, third and encourage-
ment prizes respectively.

ANITA WADEHRA, Principal,
DLDAV School, Pitampura

SEEMA BEHL
Principal, Brain International

School, Vikaspuri

Continuous
effort unlock
true potential

S
hanti Gyan International
Boarding School, Dwarka
organised a Webinar with the
parents under the theme

”Unlock your child’s potential during
the lockdown”. School principal Dr
Rishi Khurana welcomed the parents
to the webinar and also thanked all
the medical staff, work force and
police force for conducting their
duties so diligently.

The session was conducted by
Sanjo Shokeen,  school counsellor
who emphasised on a daily routine to
be made for the children which would
include their study time, screen time
relaxation , exercise  and meditation
time. She also told the Parents that
it is a testing time for everyone, so it
is necessary to actively involve their
children in household chores and
developing their  reading, writing and
culinary skills. It was also pertinent
to make the parents realise their
own potential and do introspection
and help their children do the same.
Sanjo told the parents that they
should ensure that their children
spend quality time with them and
their  grandparents  by playing
indoor games etc to develop
stronger ties  and  qualities of
patience and positive attitude. The
Webinar concluded with the principal
thanking the parents.

WITHOUT LABOUR,
NOTHING PROSPERS
S

pring Days
School, Ashok Vi-
har celebrated
Labours Day to

show gratitude towards
those who make our lives
effortless by filling in
those gaps of our lives
which wouldn’t have been
possible for us to do our-
selves.

The students made
paintings and cards from
home and recorded video
messages of gratitude to
send to all the helpers, who
in return too expressed
their feelings via video

messages by telling students how much
they missed them and asking students
to be safe, responsible and to never stop
learning.

COVID-19 transforming
mankind


